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PROTECTING THE HUMAN RIGHTS OF LGBT PEOPLE IN UGANDA IN THE WAKE OF UGANDA’S “ANTI HOMOSEXUALITY BILL, 2009”

“The [Anti-homosexuality Bill] is a bullet, and whether or not it’s made law, it’s already been fired.”¹

INTRODUCTION

A bill pending before the Ugandan Parliament from October 2009 to May 2011 sought to punish anyone who engages in “homosexuality” with life imprisonment and prescribed the death penalty for a variety of activities deemed “aggravated homosexuality.”² Many commentators saw the “Anti Homosexuality Bill, 2009” (“Bill” or “Anti-homosexuality Bill”) as the most pernicious legislative proposal aimed at gays and lesbians anywhere in the world³ and feared the death penalty provision could signal a “looming gay genocide” in Uganda.⁴ The Bill was popular among voters in Uganda⁵ and had “near-unanimous support in Parliament,”⁶ though the Bill expired when it did not come to a vote before the close of the Eighth Parliament in 2011.⁷ Ugandan

⁴ Because “aggravated homosexuality” is triggered when a person commits “homosexuality” more than once—as well as in certain other circumstances—allowing for the death penalty is tantamount to genocide because gay people, by definition, are likely to be “serial offenders” under Section 3(f) of the Bill and could thus be executed if the Bill becomes law. See Anti-homosexuality Bill § 3(f). For use of the term “looming gay genocide,” see Rick Warren and Uganda’s Looming Gay Genocide, ATLANTIC: DAILY DISH (Dec. 7, 2009, 8:29 AM), http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2009/12/rick-warren-and-ugandas-loom ing-gay-genocide.html.
⁵ Sharlet, Straight Man’s Burden, supra note 1, at 40.
⁶ Id. at 36.
legislators have vowed to reintroduce the Bill, or a similar version of it, in the Ninth Parliament.\(^8\)

Though tabled, the effects of the Bill’s introduction still linger. In seeking to imprison or execute the half-million lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered ("LGBT") people in Uganda,\(^9\) the Bill sparked a nationwide flare of homophobia,\(^10\) where citizens, politicians, and the media have branded homosexuals as “un-African,” as threats to children, and as less than human.\(^11\)

Since David Bahati introduced the Bill on October 14, 2009, violence against LGBT people has escalated, including “beatings, disappearances, ‘corrective’ rapes of lesbians, . . . vigilante squads and church crusades, [and] preachers calling out ‘homos’ in their own pews.”\(^12\) Furthermore, media in Uganda have published lists, including names and addresses, of suspected homosexuals.\(^13\) These people have been attacked, humiliated, and forced into hiding.\(^14\) In January 2011, David Kato, a prominent LGBT activist who had been outed as homosexual in a Ugandan tabloid, was bludgeoned to death in his own home—an incident that sparked international outrage.\(^15\) Many LGBT people, and those suspected of being LGBT, are trying to emigrate from “this deadly place.”\(^16\)

---

8 Id.
10 Godfrey Okuyua & Jason Straziuso, Gays in Uganda Say They’re Living in Fear, MSNBC.COM (last updated Oct. 19, 2010, 1:23 PM), http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39742685/ns/world_news-africa/ (“More than 20 homosexuals have been attacked over the last year in Uganda, and an additional 17 have been arrested and are in prison, said Frank Mugisha, the chairman of Sexual Minorities Uganda. Those numbers are up from the same period two years ago, when about 10 homosexuals were attacked, he said.”).
12 Sharlet, Straight Man’s Burden, supra note 1, at 36.
13 BBC NEWS, supra note 11.
14 Id.
16 Jody May-Chang, Gays Attacked in Uganda After Mag Publishes Info: American Evangelicals Complicit in the Anti-gay Atmosphere, RELIGION DISPATCHES (Nov. 21, 2010), http://www.religiondispatches.org/archive/sexandgender/3748/gays_attacked_in_uganda_after_mag-publishes_info. Adding insult to injury regarding LGBT Ugandans’ wishes to leave Uganda, the Bill would also criminalize homosexual acts of Ugandan citizens outside of Ugandan borders and provides for extradition of such people to face charges in
Under the permissive international legal system, no binding norms explicitly forbid criminalizing homosexuality—even to the extent imagined by the Bill. Indeed, international law has permitted Uganda to criminalize homosexuality for decades. Though this Comment argues the current Ugandan law and the proposed regime violate international instruments that authoritative bodies have interpreted as protecting the rights of sexual minorities, Uganda has rejected such post-ratification interpretations and cannot be bound by them. Further, protests by Uganda and other nations have successfully stalled the formation of a global custom decriminalizing homosexuality. And finally, even if there were binding international law prohibiting such a statute, no binding international law prohibits the proposal of such legislation. Therefore, the sovereign state of Uganda has broad leeway to propose such discriminatory legislation and keep its current laws without being subject to formal punishments from the international community under binding international law.

This Comment seeks to begin the conversation on legal solutions to vindicate the rights of LGBT people in Uganda in the wake of the Anti-homosexuality Bill. Part I explains the provisions of the current Ugandan law.
and the Bill itself. Part I also situates the Anti-homosexuality Bill in the context of recent developments in international and foreign human rights norms and laws regarding discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity. Part II further explores the background of the Bill’s proposal by asking how the Ugandan, regional, and international legal systems have failed to protect the basic human rights of LGBT people in Uganda. Part II also explains how such a legislative proposal can survive within current human rights regimes.

Because Parts I and II identify a complex problem that has not received much scholarly attention, Part III proposes a framework for viewing the Ugandan problem by tapping into the lessons of history. Part III extracts lessons learned from decriminalization efforts in other countries as well as international human rights principles that can be employed to challenge anti-LGBT laws. Though criminal laws around the world have historically taken aim at many aspects of homosexuality—e.g., sodomy, gay marriage, and gay adoption—and the Bill has many such collateral provisions, the comparison in Part III focuses only on other countries’ efforts to decriminalize homosexuality or homosexual sexual acts, leaving out other tangential LGBT rights issues. Part IV then applies those strategies and lessons learned to the Ugandan problem. This Comment concludes that repealing the current law, discouraging members of the Ugandan Parliament from proposing similar legislation, or dousing the inflamed anti-LGBT political rhetoric in Uganda are daunting challenges that require a multifaceted strategy emphasizing both urgent remedial reforms and long-term efforts, both within and outside of Uganda.

I. STATE-SANCTIONED HOMOPHOBIA

To understand the importance of the Anti-homosexuality Bill, it is necessary to discuss its origins, provisions, and effects, and to place the Bill in the context of other criminalization regimes throughout the world. Understanding the provisions and global context of the Bill establishes the urgency of the Ugandan problem and informs the discussion in Part IV regarding the strategies that must be put into play to block the progression of similar legislation.
A. The Anti-homosexuality Bill: Origins, Provisions, and Effects

1. Current Law in Uganda

The current Penal Code in Uganda—which the Anti-homosexuality Bill sought to amend—criminalizes homosexual conduct, with Section 145 prescribing a punishment of life imprisonment for the commission of “unnatural offences.” Section 146 also allows for a prison sentence of seven years for the “attempt to commit unnatural offences,” and Section 148 prescribes seven years of imprisonment for the commission or attempted commission of “any act of gross indecency with another person.” Though these provisions do not expressly mention homosexuality, they are commonly used as anti-homosexuality laws. Section 145, which prohibits “carnal knowledge,” demands a higher standard of proof of homosexual conduct; it is generally understood to require penetration. By comparison, Section 148—prohibiting “gross indecency”—does not generally require penetration, and thus mandates a lower standard of proof. The “gross indecency” provision, despite having a less severe punishment, may be the more problematic of the two provisions, for several reasons. First, the lower standard of proof allows authorities to harass homosexuals or suspected homosexuals based on “prejudice or stereotypes of attire, manner, or association.” Second, lesbians had generally been excluded from punishment under the “carnal knowledge”

---

22 Section 145 states:

Any person who—
(a) has carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature;
(b) has carnal knowledge of an animal; or
(c) permits a male person to have carnal knowledge of him or her against the order of nature,
commits an offence and is liable to imprisonment for life.

Ugandan Penal Code, supra note 7, § 145.

23 Id. § 146 (“Any person who attempts to commit any of the offences specified in Section 145 commits a felony and is liable to imprisonment for seven years.”).

24 Section 148 states:

Any person who, whether in public or private, commits any act of gross indecency with another person or procures another person to commit any act of gross indecency with him or her or attempts to procure the commission of any such act by any person with himself or herself or with another person, whether in public or in private, commits an offence and is liable to imprisonment for seven years.

Id. § 148.


26 Id. at 49.
provisions because they “do not possess a sexual organ with which to penetrate each other,” but they could be included under the later added “gross indecency” provision. 27 Finally, the expansive scope of “gross indecency” extends the criminal law to such a degree that the law criminalizes not just acts, but the basic identity of homosexual people as well.28

2. Origins of Anti-homosexuality Laws and Homophobia in Uganda

Despite the Western view that criminalizing homosexuality constitutes a violation of human rights, the Ugandan Penal Code is not an outlier in Africa, where thirty-six countries criminalize homosexuality.29 This is due in large part to Africa’s colonial history. Widespread homophobia and anti-homosexuality laws in Uganda are imports from British colonial law that local politicians have since championed after the country’s independence.30

A common argument in favor of the discriminatory laws is that homosexuality is not only rare in Africa, but that it is a distinctly un-African phenomenon—an export from “decadent” Western cultures.31 History, however, calls this assertion into question: pre-colonialist homosexuality in Africa and specifically Uganda, has persisted and been accepted (albeit sometimes reluctantly) for “ages.”32 It appears, then, that “colonialists did not

---

27 Id. at 49–50.
28 Id. at 49.
30 HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 25, at 4–5.
32 AUDRE LORDE, SISTER OUTSIDER 50 (1984) (noting that same-sex sexual activity “has existed for ages in most of the female compounds across the African continent”); see also, e.g., JACK HERBERT DRIBERG, THE LANGO 210 (1923) (reporting that homosexuality was common among tribes in Uganda); JOHN FRANCIS FAUPEL, AFRICAN HOLOCAUST: THE STORY OF UGANDAN MARTYRS 301 (1962) (explaining that the Ugandan king Mwanga kept a harem of male pages whom he forced to have sex with him); KURT FALK, HOMOSEXUALITY AMONG THE NATIVES OF SOUTHWEST AFRICA (1925–26), reprinted in AFRICAN HOMOSEXUALITIES, supra note 31, at 196 (proferring that 3.5 percent of Africans studied over twelve years had homoerotic desires and ninety percent had bisexual tendencies).
introduce homosexuality to Africa but rather intolerance of it—and systems of surveillance and regulation for suppressing it." 33

Indeed, Uganda did not have anti-LGBT criminal provisions before colonial rule; Uganda inherited the existing provisions criminalizing homosexuality from British colonial law, closely following the Indian Penal Code’s provisions. 34 Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code 35 criminalized “carnal intercourse against the order of nature with any man, woman, or animal” 36 and was “understood to criminalize consensual homosexual conduct.” 37 Later on, colonial officials in Uganda adopted a more expansive criminalization statute from the Queensland Penal Code, which reached further than the Indian Penal Code by including the broader concept of “unnatural offences” and a specific provision adding the “passive” sexual partner to the gambit of illegal activity. 38 The many African colonies that adopted the Queensland model did so without input from any native Africans. 39 Because a common argument against homosexuality is its alleged foreign origins, it is important to remember that criminalization of homosexuality is a foreign concept itself.

Africans’ secondary role in promoting or passing anti-homosexuality legislation appears to have long since disappeared. Homophobia in Uganda is now pervasive and it permeates political rhetoric in the country. 40 The physical violence and hateful speech directed at LGBT people in Uganda since the

33 Preface to AFRICAN HOMOSEXUALITIES, supra note 31, at xvi.
34 Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code—introduced in 1860—was “the first colonial ‘sodomy law’ integrated into a penal code.” HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 25, at 1–5. Versions of this law were then introduced in Uganda and many other countries and colonies around the world, including: Australia, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Botswana, Fiji, Gambia, Ghana, Hong Kong, India, Kiribati, Lesotho, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Marshall Islands, Myanmar (Burma), Nauru, New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Swaziland, Sudan, Tanzania, Tonga, Tuvalu, Western Samoa, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Id.
36 Id.
37 HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 25, at 1.
38 Penal Code 1901 (Qld) s 208 (Austl.), reprinted in HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 25, at 22.
39 HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 25, at 10, 23.
proposal of the Bill—and indeed, the widespread support for the Bill among citizens and elected officials alike—only underscore this point. Homophobic attitudes are such a part of the political culture in Uganda that Ugandan politicians have come to see that taking anti-gay stances is politically beneficial, and perhaps expected. Indeed, members of Uganda’s Parliament view opposing the Anti-homosexuality Bill as “political suicide.”

The existence of homophobia is clearly evident in Uganda, but from where do these attitudes originate? Firstly, Uganda is a largely Christian nation and the anti-gay reasoning used in support of the Bill draws its authority principally from religious ideas. Today, foreign evangelical groups, particularly those based in the United States, fuel much of the religious fervor evident in Ugandan politics. The most notable of these groups is called the Fellowship—also known as the Family. The Fellowship is one of the most influential and well-connected Christian groups in the world, and has had a particularly strong and long-lasting influence on Ugandan social policy development, beginning well before its current role helping to eradicate homosexuality from Uganda. The Family’s involvement in shaping Ugandan AIDS policy, for example, illustrates this influence:

---

41 See, e.g., BBC NEWS, supra note 11; May-Chang, supra note 16; Olukya & Straziuso, supra note 10.
42 Sharlet, NPR Interview, supra note 40.
43 Id.
44 Id.
45 Gettleman, supra note 40 (“This is, after all, the land of proposed virginity scholarships, songs about Jesus playing in the airport, ‘Uganda is Blessed’ bumper stickers on Parliament office doors and a suggestion by the president’s wife that a virginity census could be a way to fight AIDS. During the Bush administration, American officials praised Uganda’s family-values policies and steered millions of dollars into abstinence programs.”). Eighty-four percent of Ugandans identify as Christian. Julie Bolcer, Activists Want Justice for Kato, ADVOCATE (Feb. 4, 2011), http://www.advocate.com/News/Daily_News/2011/02/04/Activists_Call_for_Justice_in_Kato_Murder.
46 See, e.g., Sharlet, Straight Man’s Burden, supra note 1, at 44 (quoting David Bahati, the Bill’s sponsor, as saying, “All authority comes from God. . . . For example, I didn’t champion this issue, homosexuality, for the whole world. I did it for Uganda. That was me. But God! . . . God made it bigger.”). See Rice, supra note 11.
48 D. Michael Lindsay, a sociologist, noted “there is no other organization like the Fellowship, especially among religious groups, in terms of its access or clout among the country’s [U.S.] leadership.” D. MICHAEL LINDSAY, FAITH IN THE HALLS OF POWER 35 (2007). David Kuo, a former Special Assistant to President George W. Bush, stated that “[t]he Fellowship’s reach into governments around the world is almost impossible to overstate or even grasp.” DAVID KUO, TEMPTING FAITH: AN INSIDE STORY OF POLITICAL SEDUCTION 22 (2006) (explicitly mentioning Uganda as a country to which the Fellowship’s influence extends).
49 SHARLET, THE FAMILY, supra note 48, at 328.
Following implementation of one of the continent’s only successful anti-AIDS program [sic], President Yoweri Museveni, the Family’s key man in Africa, came under pressure from the United States to emphasize abstinence instead of condoms. . . . This pressure achieved the desired result: an evangelical revival in Uganda, and a stigmatization of condoms and those who use them so severe that some college campuses held condom bonfires.  

Indeed, the Fellowship’s presence in Uganda has been particularly influential over a long period of time. Uganda receives more money than any other country from the group:  

For years, American fundamentalists have looked on Uganda as a laboratory for theocracy. . . . They sent not just money and missionaries but ideas, and if the money disappeared and the missionaries came and went, the ideas took hold. . . . Ugandan politicians attend prayer breakfasts in America and cut deals with American businessmen. American evangelicals, in turn, hold up Ugandan congregations as role models for their own . . . . It is a classic fundamentalist maneuver: move a fight you can’t win in the center to the margins, then broadcast the results back home.  

Most recently, the Fellowship played an important role in the lead-up to the Anti-homosexuality Bill’s introduction. The ideas for the Bill grew out of Bahati’s relationship with the Fellowship; when asked if there was a connection between the Fellowship and the Bill, Bahati replied, “There is no ‘connection.’ They are the same thing. The [B]ill is the Fellowship.” Just a few days after having dinner with American and international members of the Fellowship, Bahati introduced the Bill in parliament. He had understood the
meeting to be a “green light to pursue the biblical agenda he thought they shared.”

Secondly, other American Christian personalities have played important roles in the promulgation of the Anti-homosexuality Bill. One month before Bahati introduced the Bill, three American evangelicals—Scott Lively, Caleb Lee Brundidge, and Don Schmierer—spoke at a conference in Kampala, which focused on the “threat homosexuals posed to Bible-based values and the traditional African family.” Thousands of people attended the conference, where the Americans “discussed how to make gay people straight, how gay men often sodomized teenage boys and how ‘the gay movement is an evil institution’ whose goal is ‘to defeat the marriage-based society and replace it with a culture of sexual promiscuity.’” The American evangelicals are widely thought to have fanned the flames of homophobia in Uganda, which allowed for the Bill’s proposal. Some, like Zambian pastor Kapya Kaoma, believe the Americans may have underestimated how influential their words would be:

They didn’t know that when you speak about destroying the family to Africans, the response is a genocide . . . . The moment you speak about the family, you speak about the tribe, you speak about the future. Africans will fight to the death. When you speak like that, you invite the wrath.

The conference participants and many important Christian figures in America, like megachurch pastor Rick Warren and U.S. Senator Jim Inhofe—both closely connected to the Fellowship—have offered only lukewarm renunciations of the Bill, often after much prodding from pro-equality groups.

On top of the anti-LGBT rhetoric coming from American religious figures, Ugandan religious leaders also have played a key role in the recent flare of homophobia in Uganda. Though often encouraged by foreign religious leaders,
many Ugandan pastors have used homophobic rhetoric on their own to rally their congregations; such anti-gay jockeying has been dubbed the “Pastor Wars.” The popularity of homophobic messages in Uganda is a prime way for a pastor to increase the size of his following. Exemplifying the persisting nature of this problem, eight pastors recently were charged with “conspiracy to injure the reputation” of a fellow pastor by alleging that he engaged in sodomy.

Lastly, the media in Uganda has also played an important role in exacerbating the problem of homophobia in Uganda, especially since the introduction of the Bill in parliament. In the most extreme example, Rolling Stone—a Ugandan tabloid with no relation to the eponymous American magazine—published a list of Uganda’s “Top Homos” with pictures and addresses of homosexuals and suspected homosexuals. The headline on this article read, “Hang Them.” The people identified have been attacked and—in the case of prominent LGBT rights activist David Kato—murdered since the publication.

So far, this Part has analyzed the current laws criminalizing homosexuality in Uganda, explained the roots and special persisting influences on anti-LGBT sentiments in Uganda that led to the Bill’s introduction to Uganda’s parliament, and laid out the associated human rights concerns. These complex and overlapping issues explain why a multifaceted approach to blocking the Bill’s reintroduction and cultivating a more tolerant Uganda is required. The following Subpart addresses the provisions of the Bill itself.

3. Provisions of the Anti-homosexuality Bill

Because this Comment discusses potential solutions to the Ugandan problem, it is necessary to explain the Bill’s provisions in detail. This Comment focuses primarily on the provisions clarifying and describing the criminalization of homosexuality because the other peripheral provisions

---

67 Id.
68 Id.
69 Id., supra note 15.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.
necessarily depend on the criminalization provision. Also, limiting the focus to substantive criminalization provisions allows for a more coherent and appropriate comparison to other countries that have rejected similar provisions in the past—the subject of Part III. Nevertheless, this Comment briefly explains the other provisions because they have not yet received much scholarly attention.

The stated goals of the Anti-homosexuality Bill were, inter alia, to “strengthen the nation’s capacity to deal with emerging internal and external threats to the traditional heterosexual family,” to protect the legal and religious values of Ugandans, and to protect children from being raised by parents in homosexual relationships. The Bill stated that it was meant to “complement and supplement” Section 145 of the existing Penal Code by explicitly criminalizing same-sex sexual acts and a variety of other acts linked to homosexuality. For example, the Bill sought to place an affirmative duty on all Ugandans—gay, straight, or otherwise—to report homosexual conduct, to clarify jurisdictional issues, and to ban gay marriage. The Bill also sought to criminalize “the procurement, promot[ion], [or] disseminat[i]on [of] literature and other pantographic materials concerning the offences of homosexuality.” The Bill also would have “prohib[ed] ratification of any international treaties, conventions, protocols, agreements and declarations which are contrary or inconsistent with the provisions of this Act” and would have banned “the licensing of organizations which promote homosexuality.”

In defining the offense of “homosexuality” itself, Section 2 of the Bill provides a particularly detailed definition:

(1) A person commits the offence of homosexuality if—
   (a) he penetrates the anus or mouth of another person of the same sex with his penis or any other sexual contraption;

---

73 The provision banning homosexual marriage does not merely disallow the practice, but defines it in terms of the crime of “homosexuality,” presumably as defined in Section 2, meaning that it comes with the punishment of life imprisonment as well. See Anti-homosexuality Bill, supra note 2, §§ 2, 12.
74 Memorandum, Anti-homosexuality Bill, supra note 2, § 1.1.
75 Id. § 2.1.
76 Anti-homosexuality Bill, supra note 2, § 14. Many see this provision as particularly troubling because it makes all people in Uganda “potential criminals.” See Sharlet, Straight Man’s Burden, supra note 1, at 37.
77 Anti-homosexuality Bill, supra note 2, § 15.
78 Id. § 12.
79 Memorandum, Anti-homosexuality Bill, supra note 2, § 2.1.
80 Id. § 3.0(c).
81 Id. § 3.0(d).
(b) he or she uses any object or sexual contraption to penetrate or stimulate sexual organ [sic] of a person of the same sex; 
(c) he or she touches another person with the intention of committing the act of homosexuality.82

A person convicted of “homosexuality” under this section would be subject to imprisonment for life.83

In addition, the Bill attempted to introduce a crime of “aggravated homosexuality,” which would impose the death penalty on those who engage in homosexuality when the offender has previously been convicted of homosexuality, uses drugs to enable him or her to have homosexual sexual intercourse, has HIV, or is a parent or guardian of or is in a “position of authority over the person against whom [homosexuality] is committed.”84 The aggravated homosexuality offense would also be triggered when the “person against whom [homosexuality] is committed” is a minor or disabled.85 This section would also mandate that people charged with “aggravated homosexuality” undergo a medical examination to determine their HIV status.86

The Bill would introduce several inchoate crimes of homosexuality as well: attempt to commit homosexuality, aiding and abetting homosexuality, conspiracy to engage in homosexuality, and detention with intent to commit homosexuality.87 With regard to attempt, the Bill would have clarified the delphic “attempt to commit unnatural offences” language of the current penal code by replacing the attempt provision with the more specific “attempt[] to commit the offence of homosexuality,” though the punishments are the same: up to seven years of imprisonment.88 The Bill also sought to add a separate

82 Anti-homosexuality Bill, supra note 2, §§ 2(1)(a)–(c). Though Section 2(1)(a) uses the masculine pronoun “he,” the entire provision appears to encapsulate all homosexual activities, regardless of gender. Section 2(1)(c), for example, includes both masculine and feminine identifiers and would provide for life imprisonment for anyone who “touches another person with the intention of committing the act of homosexuality.” Id.
83 Id. § 2(2). By providing a detailed description of the crime, the drafters have arguably limited its scope. Because the Bill is designed to “complement and supplement,” the existing penal code, Sections 145 and 148 would presumably still be used to capture a broad range of homosexual conduct that does not meet the highly detailed requirements of Section 2 of the Bill. Id. § 1.1.
84 Id. § 3.
85 Id. §§ 3(1)–(2).
86 Id. § 3(3).
87 Id. §§ 4, 7, 8, 10.
88 Id. § 4(1); see also Ugandan Penal Code, supra note 17, § 146.
provision for attempt to commit “aggravated homosexuality.” Offenders would be liable for life imprisonment if convicted of such an attempt. Aiding and abetting homosexuality, conspiracy to commit homosexuality, and detention with intent to commit homosexuality would be separate offenses, each punishable with up to seven years of imprisonment.

In addition to explicitly creating several crimes revolving around homosexuality and homosexual acts and ramping up criminal penalties, the Bill would also introduce monetary penalties in the case of nonconsensual homosexual activity. The Bill would allow a “victim of homosexuality”—an unwilling participant in homosexual acts—to collect monetary damages from offenders for “physical, sexual or psychological harm caused to the victim by the offence.”

4. Social Effects of Criminalizing Homosexuality

The Anti-homosexuality Bill clearly attempted to broaden and intensify criminal enforcement and penalties for homosexuality, but even non-enforcement of such statutes has deleterious human rights implications: the very existence of the statutes expresses society’s condemnation of homosexuality, may lead to private law enforcement and violence, and eliminates legal protections for homosexuals. Even when not enforced for particular acts, anti-homosexuality statutes have been used “as broad

89 Anti-homosexuality Bill, supra note 2, § 4(2).
90 Id.
91 Id. §§ 7, 8, 10.
92 Id. § 5(3).
93 Id. § 1.
94 Id. § 5(3). Victims would also be privy to a variety of confidentiality protections, including in camera proceedings, if appropriate. Id. § 6.
95 The “expressive theory of punishment” says that criminal law and punishment have important effects on defining and shaping social norms. Dan M. Kahan, The Secret Ambition of Deterrence, 113 Harv. L. Rev. 413, 420–21 (1999). For example, Professor Kahan writes that “[s]odomy laws, even when unenforced, express contempt for certain classes of citizens.” Id. at 421.
96 See Terry S. Kogan, Legislative Violence Against Lesbians and Gay Men, 1994 Utah L. Rev. 209, 233; Human Rights Watch, supra note 25, at 52 (“[Sodomy] statutes have multiple ‘micro-level’ effects. These impacts are independent of occasions when the law is actually enforced. To the contrary: even without direct enforcement, the laws’ malign presence on the books still announces inequality, increases vulnerability, and reinforces second-class status in all areas of life.”); cf. Toonen v. Australia, Comm’n No. 488/1992, U.N. Doc. No. CCPR/C/50/D/488/1992 (1994) ¶ 8.4 (“[T]he policy of the Department of Public Prosecutions not to initiate criminal proceedings in respect of private homosexual conduct does not amount to a guarantee that no actions will be brought against homosexuals in the future.”).
instruments of social control” as well as “terms of division and tools of power.”97

These concerns do not exist merely in the abstract theory of criminal law. The mere fact that the Anti-homosexuality Bill has been proposed and received so much public attention raises human rights concerns, because it has already escalated homophobic rhetoric and violence in Uganda.98 In addition to the hateful speech and physical violence directed toward LGBT people in Uganda, the criminalization of homosexuality also breeds other human rights violations, perhaps most notably those related to health:

Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender persons have been forcibly confined in medical institutions, and subject [sic] to ‘aversion therapy’, including electroshock treatment. Criminal sanctions against homosexuality have had the effect of suppressing HIV/AIDS education and prevention programmes designed for men who have sex with men or persons of diverse sexual orientations or gender identities. . . . Intersex people have been subjected to involuntary surgeries in an attempt to ‘correct’ their genitals.99

Anti-LGBT laws, by denying LGBT people access to health services, have had deleterious effects on the function of HIV/AIDS programs. It should also be noted that the criminalization of homosexuality, despite numerous assertions to the contrary, has not worked to slow the spread of the disease itself.100 In fact, infection rates in Uganda are rising.101

In Uganda, homosexuality has been criminalized for decades, and such state-sponsored inequality has therefore been institutionalized. The Bill, however, in seeking to increase punishments substantially—taking them all the way up to the death penalty—loudly announced a new level of intolerance toward homosexuality. If a criminal law can express and shape a nation’s communal morality merely by being written down, its influence must be multiplied when the law is actually enforced. And, indeed, Ugandan public officials appear ready to enforce the Bill to its fullest extent if it is ever

97 HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 25, at 53.
98 See supra Introduction.
99 O’Flaherty & Fisher, supra note 20, at 212–13 (citations omitted).
passed. The human rights problems that the proposal has already created are likely just a preview of the suffering LGBT people would face if the Bill were to pass in a future parliamentary session because it would mean that all gay people could be imprisoned for life or executed.

B. Notable Similar Developments in Other States

Understanding the extent and nature of the current laws around the world that criminalize homosexuality shows simultaneously that statutes criminalizing homosexuality are quite common and that the Anti-homosexuality Bill stands out as an extreme example of anti-gay legislation. Globally, seventy-six countries criminalize homosexuality or homosexual behavior in some form. Five countries—Iran, Mauritania, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, and Yemen—impose the death penalty for homosexual activity, as do parts of Nigeria and Somalia. These death penalty provisions are based on Islamic Sharia law. The continent of Africa is particularly noteworthy in its concentration of anti-homosexuality statutes. Thirty-six African countries have laws criminalizing homosexuality; some of these states, as noted above, provide for the death penalty, and many others prescribe harsh jail sentences for homosexuality and homosexual activity.

---

102 See, e.g., Sharlet, NPR Interview, supra note 40 (reporting that Bahati’s goal with the Bill is to “kill every last gay person”).
104 Id. at 10.
105 See id. at 28 (Nigeria), 30 (Somalia), 38 (Iran), 42 (Saudi Arabia); Lloyd Duhaime, Muslim Law in the Doldrums, DUHAIM’S LAW MAG (Apr. 26, 2010, 9:17 AM), http://www.duhaime.org/LawMag/LawArticle-1184/Muslim-Law-in-the-Doldrums.aspx (“Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Nigeria, Iran and Mauritania, proudly trumpet a full or almost complete adherence to Muhummad’s 652 A.D. Koran.”). The law in Iraq remains unclear:
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Despite this state of affairs, Uganda’s Anti-homosexuality Bill stands out as an extreme example of anti-gay legislation for three reasons. First, the general progression in municipal criminal laws around the world has shown a swift movement toward decriminalization. Second, no country in recent memory has instituted a new provision to add the death penalty for homosexuals to its criminal code. Third, because Uganda is such a major recipient of foreign aid, the Bill came squarely at odds with increasing political momentum of pro-LGBT causes in the donor countries themselves.

II. HOW AND WHY UGANDA, THE AFRICAN UNION, AND THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY HAVE FAILED TO PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF LGBT PEOPLE IN UGANDA

It is self-evident that LGBT people, who may be jailed for their sexual orientation, subjected to arbitrary enforcement of vaguely written statutes, and targeted by public officials, do not enjoy equal protection under the law of Uganda. Understanding how and why this has come to be true, by analyzing the structure and actions of Uganda, the African Union, and the international community, helps illustrate how the current Ugandan law and the Anti-homosexuality Bill can still exist under modern human rights regimes. Such a discussion informs the analysis in Part IV regarding how similar legislation and associated hostile sentiments in Uganda might successfully be challenged.

A. Uganda

The Constitution of Uganda guarantees freedom of expression, thought, conscience, and belief. It provides for equal protection under the law and several other examples of broad grants of equality and rights based in democratic principles. Constitutions that appear to grant fundamental human rights and ensure equality to all people are often seen as tools for oppressed minority populations to use to gain rights. Minority groups often look to the
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108 Id. (noting that hate crimes toward LGBT people are escalating and that many LGBT activists have moved abroad, complicating efforts for reform).

109 See id. at 44–50.

110 See id. at 45 (listing the five countries with death penalty provisions on the books for homosexuality and noting that none of these was recently added).

111 Uganda Const. ch. 4, arts. 29(1)(a)–(b) (1995).

112 Id. ch. 4, arts. 20–24.

LGBT Ugandans, however, have been unsuccessful in advancing a constitutional argument for recognition of their entitlement to equal rights. Why is this so?

First, Uganda has a powerful executive figure in Museveni, who has earned a reputation of hostility toward the cause of LGBT equality during his presidency. James Nsaba Buturo, Museveni’s cabinet-level minister of state for ethics and integrity, vowed to pass the Bill “even if it meant withdrawing from international treaties and conventions such as the UN’s Universal Declaration on Human Rights, and foregoing donor funding.” Additionally, Museveni has proven successful in asserting his own will against other political forces in the country, in contrast to power-sharing structures typical in other functioning democracies. He has been widely criticized for extending his presidency past the two-term constitutional limit, jailing opposition politicians, and bribing members of parliament.

A WikiLeaks cable recently revealed that the U.S. Ambassador to Uganda wrote in October 2009 that Museveni’s “autocratic tendencies, as well as Uganda’s pervasive corruption . . . have erod[ed] Uganda’s status as an African success story.” Though Museveni has certainly not advanced the rights of LGBT people, he is largely credited with stalling the Anti-homosexuality Bill from coming to a parliamentary vote after facing widespread international pressure from international organizations and foreign governments. Due to his influence, Museveni will be an important player in shaping LGBT rights in Uganda, for better or worse.

114 Id. at 305.
115 SHARLET, THE FAMILY, supra note 48, at 54 (“Once heralded as a democratic reformer, Museveni rules Uganda to this day, having suspended term limits, intimidated the press, and installed . . . [a] corrupt and stable regime.”).
116 Rice, supra note 11 (“President Yoweri Museveni appeared to add his backing [to the Anti-homosexuality Bill] . . . warning youths in Kampala that he had heard that ‘European homosexuals are recruiting in Africa’, and saying gay relationships were against God’s will.”). It is difficult to tell whether Museveni personally holds anti-LGBT views or if he is just following the most politically favorable route—or both.
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120 Uganda President Wary of Gay Bill, BBC NEWS (Jan. 13, 2010, 12:58 PM), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8456624.stm (“Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni has distanced himself from a bill proposing execution for some gay people. . . . Mr. Museveni told a meeting of ruling party members their handling of the bill ‘must take into account our foreign policy interests.’”).
Second, most members of the Ugandan Parliament, even if not influenced by Museveni’s bribes, would be unwilling to support an expansion in LGBT rights. Indeed, the Anti-homosexuality Bill enjoyed “near-unanimous support in Parliament.” Parliament therefore reflects the popular homophobia found throughout Uganda by proposing and vocally supporting such an extreme expansion of LGBT criminalization.

Third, despite certain signs that the Ugandan judiciary might be embracing a more independent role, there is little evidence to suggest that Museveni is really constrained by judicial decisions with which he disagrees. The Ugandan judiciary has yet to establish itself as a truly co-equal branch of government, and Museveni has rejected court rulings with which he disagrees. In 2004, for example, Museveni refused to enforce a judgment by the Constitutional Court nullifying the Referendum Act. In 2006, the military threatened the authority of the High Court, forcing the chief justice and his colleagues to evacuate their building during the trial of opposition leader Kizza Besigye—who was charged with treason, terrorism, and rape. All hope of an independent judiciary is not lost in Uganda, however. Almost four years after the military besieged the High Court, the Constitutional Court held that the military’s actions violated Besigye’s human rights and found him not guilty of all charges. This was considered a surprising show of judicial independence and is considered a landmark ruling by many commentators in that regard. Allowing the judiciary to make independent rulings—as he did
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126 Id.; see also Felix Osike & S. Candia, Uganda: Museveni Defies Constitutional Court Ruling, NORWEGIAN COUNCIL FOR AFR. (June 28, 2004), http://www.afrika.no/Detailed/5616.html. In this episode, the Constitutional Court declared invalid the Referendum Act—which allowed for the 2001 presidential, parliamentary, and local council elections. Id. Museveni responded with a forty-minute-long televised national address where he blasted the ruling as “totally unacceptable.” Id.
128 Kazooba & Bisiika, supra note 125.
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in this case—may benefit Museveni’s image as a legitimate ruler, but he is “capable of doing just about anything to stifle the free operation of the judiciary” when push comes to shove.\textsuperscript{130}

On the other hand, Museveni may be able to advance politically unpopular policies by deferring to decisions of the judiciary. Such deference is a potential way to advance the interests of LGBT people in Uganda. In that regard, certain signs indicate that the judiciary may be somewhat willing to act as a release valve for mounting homophobic pressure in Uganda. In November 2010, a Uganda High Court judge enjoined \textit{Rolling Stone} from publishing “the identity of any person perceived by them to be gay, lesbian or homosexual.”\textsuperscript{131} Before the ruling, \textit{Rolling Stone} had published the names and addresses of 100 suspected “homos” with a yellow banner stating, “Hang Them.”\textsuperscript{132} Museveni has not acted to quash or circumvent this ruling. Deferring to the judiciary on this issue allows Museveni to avoid the inevitable international backlash that would follow any show of support for the tabloids publishing such anti-gay messages.

The criminal justice system more generally has also provided examples of LGBT-friendly advances. Recently, eight people, including high-profile religious leaders, have been “charged with falsely accusing another leader of engaging in sodomy.”\textsuperscript{133} Though the actions of these eight people only further illustrate the homophobia that is ubiquitous in Ugandan religious and political rhetoric,\textsuperscript{134} the criminal justice system has displayed a new willingness to challenge such rhetoric by laying these charges. The effects these recent charges may have on the pervasiveness of homophobic political and religious rhetoric remain to be seen.

\textbf{B. The African Union}

The previous Subpart focused on Uganda because national legal systems still remain the most important forums for enforcing international human rights

\textsuperscript{130}\textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{133}Jacobson, supra note 66.

\textsuperscript{134}\textit{Id.}
Regional systems for codifying and enforcing human rights have played important roles, however, in many parts of the world (most notably in Europe and Latin America), and have become increasingly important for protecting human rights on the African continent as well. Regional systems in Africa, however, have been unable and unwilling to successfully broker solutions to many human rights problems and have certainly failed to adequately address the concerns of LGBT discrimination.

Understanding the structure of the African Union (“AU”) sheds light on its failures to protect LGBT people in Uganda. The African regional system was first embodied in the Organization of African Unity, which was established in 1963, and became the AU in 2001. The Constitutive Act of the AU, which entered into force in 2001, elevated human rights to a regional priority. The AU, however, lacks the authority and enforcement mechanisms to change member states’ policies on a wide range of issues. The legislative arm of the AU, the Pan-African Parliament, has not attempted to address the rights of LGBT people. However, there is no indication that it could address those concerns.
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137 See Bederman, supra note 135, at 157.
140 Benjamin Mensah, Ghana Loses Out on Appointment to AU Human Rights Commission, Ghana News Agency (July 28, 2010), http://www.ghananewsagency.org/s_humaninterest/r_18627 (noting that many AU member states’ officials are “hardliners” against homosexuality). The commission also has not addressed the concern over the Bill, showing its unwillingness to defend LGBT rights.
142 Heyns & Killander, supra note 138, at 511.
concerns even if it wanted; the Pan-African Parliament has no binding authority and serves merely “consultative and advisory” roles.143

The judicial mechanisms of the African regional system similarly show little promise of advancing the rights of LGBT people on the continent. The African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights, an organ of the AU charged with promoting human rights by interpreting the AU Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights144 and determining AU states’ compliance with the charter,145 has issued only one judgment.146 The court is folded under the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, which can hear complaints of human rights violations, though it receives only a small number of claims.147 Individual complaints are more numerous than interstate complaints, but only 300 individual complaints have been brought since 1987.148 Moreover, the commission is limited in its power to change human rights norms because “[a] wide divergence between the Commission’s interpretation of the Charter and the Charter itself could compromise legal certainty.”149 Furthermore, Article 27(2) of the charter allows for limitations on the rights and freedoms of the African Charter based on “morality.”150 Because the Anti-homosexuality Bill is explicitly rooted in moral grounds, it may be exempted from any potential enforcement from the commission or court.151 Even then, states held to be in
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violation of the African Charter comply with the commission’s orders in only a small number of cases.\textsuperscript{152}

Furthermore, even if the AU had the capacity or the necessary structure to implement human rights reforms, the grievous nature of other human rights abuses throughout the continent—like genocide, child labor, and human trafficking—would likely be prioritized ahead of LGBT rights. The pervasiveness of homophobic social policy in its member states would pose a monumental challenge to the AU’s emerging regional authority.

C. The International Community

In addition to Uganda’s and the African regional system’s failures, the international community has been unable and unwilling to create binding international norms prohibiting the criminalization of homosexuality. Efforts to create such norms are underway and have been adopted by certain countries around the globe, but they have not been widely recognized by municipal governments. Furthermore, many countries vehemently object to the establishment of such norms. In the absence of a global custom or treaty, ad hoc mechanisms for protecting LGBT rights have had notable—yet still limited—success in stopping particularly pernicious laws or enforcement actions from going forward. As Part IV argues, ad hoc mechanisms are therefore the most effective option for responding to urgent human rights concerns and crafting speedy remedial measures; these efforts, however, must be coupled with more long-term strategies to establish binding international norms prohibiting the criminalization of homosexuality. This Subpart delves into the expansion and enforcement of LGBT rights in the international arena; such efforts have a rather short history.

The expansion of rights for sexual minorities has advanced perhaps most significantly under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”),\textsuperscript{153} which is thought to be the most promising international instrument for achieving decriminalization.\textsuperscript{154} In 1994, in one of the earliest recognitions of LGBT rights as human rights, the United Nations Human Rights Committee, which hears petitions under the ICCPR,\textsuperscript{155} found that laws

\textsuperscript{152} Heyns & Killander, \textit{supra} note 138, at 526.
\textsuperscript{153} O’Flaherty & Fisher, \textit{supra} note 20, at 216.
\textsuperscript{155} International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, \textit{supra} note 18, art. 41.
criminalizing homosexuality—and presumably by extension, harsh punishments including the death penalty—are in violation of international human rights law.\footnote{See Toonen v. Australia, Coom’cn No. 488/1992, U.N. Doc. No. CCPR/C/50/D/488/1992 (1994).} In \textit{Toonen v. Australia}, an Australian man petitioned the committee, challenging two provisions of the Tasmanian Criminal Code\footnote{Criminal Code Act 1924 (Tas) ss 122(a), 122(c), 123(c) (Austl.).} that criminalized homosexual acts between men.\footnote{Toonen, U.N. Doc. No. CCPR/C/50/D/488/1992.} By holding that the references to “sex” in the ICCPR (in Article 2, paragraph 1, and Article 26) were to include “sexual orientation,”\footnote{Id.} the committee reached a “clever and provocative”\footnote{Jack Donnelly, \textit{Non-discrimination and Sexual Orientation: Making a Place for Sexual Minorities in the Global Human Rights Regime}, in \textit{Innovation and Inspiration: Fifty Years of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights} 108 (Peter Baehr et al. eds., 1999).} result\footnote{Indeed, other international tribunals have criticized the committee’s approach: “The apparent reliance on the ‘sex’ category has been criticized by the European Court of Justice, on the basis that matters of sexual orientation are substantially different from binary men/women issues which the category of ‘sex’ is often perceived to address.” O’Flaherty & Fisher, supra note 20, at 230 (citing Case C-249/96, Grant v. Sw. Trains, 1998 E.C.R. I-621).} in finding the law to be a violation of the covenant.\footnote{In \textit{Toonen}, Australia conceded many of the arguments made by the petitioner because it was not defending its own federal law (the Tasmanian state law was challenged). \textit{Toonen}, U.N. Doc. No. CCPR/C/50/D/488/1992. The significance of these accessions is unclear, and it is unknown if the committee might defer more to a country that vigorously litigates its right to promulgate policies that discriminate against sexual minorities. It is also worth noting that \textit{Toonen} makes the committee an attractive adjudicatory body for states that may want to decriminalize discriminatory policies that are too popular within their borders to repeal via the political process.}\

Though the committee has since waffled on whether to include “sexual orientation” under the protections of “sex,”\footnote{O’Flaherty & Fisher, supra note 20, at 216–17.} it has nevertheless endeavored to protect sexual minorities under the ICCPR. Perhaps most notably, in its Universal Periodic Reviews (“UPR”),\footnote{Id. at 218. The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights describes the UPR process: The Universal Periodic Review (UPR) is a unique process which involves a review of the human rights records of all 192 UN Member States once every four years. The UPR is a significant innovation of the Human Rights Council which is based on equal treatment for all countries. It provides an opportunity for all States to declare what actions they have taken to improve the human rights situations in their countries and to overcome challenges to the enjoyment of human rights. The UPR also includes a sharing of best human rights practices around the globe. Currently, no other mechanism of this kind exists. Basic Facts About the UPR, UNITED NATIONS OFFICE HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR HUM. RTS., http://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/upr/pages/BasicFacts.aspx (last visited Oct. 7, 2011).} the committee has chastised countries for criminalizing homosexual conduct and other policies discriminating against
LGBT people.\textsuperscript{165} Uganda is scheduled for its first review under the committee’s UPR program in 2011.\textsuperscript{166} Because the committee regularly issues unfavorable reviews to countries that have laws similar to Uganda’s current law, the committee is likely to also criticize Uganda in its 2011 review. The current law—and the proposed Anti-homosexuality Bill—is a clear violation of the ICCPR when considering the committee’s interpretations of the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{167} The adoption of the Bill would also contravene Uganda’s obligations under the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.\textsuperscript{168} Even if authoritative bodies interpret Uganda’s current or proposed law as violations of Uganda’s commitments under international conventions, such interpretations would be post-ratification, and therefore Uganda cannot be bound by them.\textsuperscript{169}

In addition to claiming rights under the ICCPR and other existing instruments, LGBT activists have also sought to recognize LGBT rights through new UN resolutions.\textsuperscript{170} In 2003, a number of mostly European countries petitioned, in a document known as the “Brazilian Resolution,” the UN Human Rights Commission to formally codify the idea that LGBT rights are fundamental human rights.\textsuperscript{171} The resolution never passed, though;


\textsuperscript{166} Human Rights Council Universal Periodic Review Calendar, HUM. RTS. COUNCIL, http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/Documents/uprlist.pdf (last visited Oct. 7, 2011). Uganda’s sole reservation to the ICCPR is to Article 5. This reservation is with regard to a procedural requirement, not to the more general authority of the Human Rights Council: “The Republic of Uganda does not accept the competence of the Human Rights Committee to consider a communication under the provisions of article 5 paragraph 2 from an individual if the matter in question has already been considered under another procedure of international investigation or settlement.” Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, opened for signature Dec. 19, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171.
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\textsuperscript{168} International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, supra note 18; see also Petrova, supra note 151.

\textsuperscript{169} See Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, supra note 19, art. 31.

\textsuperscript{170} Indeed, the fact that international agreements and the UN Human Rights Council’s decisions do not grant LGBT rights in absolute terms means that protections for sexual minorities are not enforceable, or even applicable. See Narayan, supra note 154, at 322.

\textsuperscript{171} United Nations, Econ. & Soc. Council, Comm’n on Human Rights, Promotion and Protection of Human Rights: Human Rights and Sexual Orientation, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/2003/L.92 (Apr. 17, 2003). The resolution was submitted on behalf of Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Great Britain, and Northern Ireland. Id.
discussion was tabled in 2004 “after more than a year of amendments to the document’s language and great resistance by other nations.”

In 2005, New Zealand issued a joint statement on sexual orientation and human rights, calling on the committee to respond to state-sponsored discrimination. This statement, however, was supported by only thirty-two nations. A similar provision, championed by Norway, had greater support in 2006, with fifty-four states supporting it, from four of the five UN regions. The Norwegian statement, although it failed to pass for lack of votes, was significant in continuing to raise awareness among nations to this problem and as being the first UN statement to include the words “gender identity.”

UN resolutions—though they are merely non-binding evidence of international law rather than sources of binding commitments—are not used solely by proponents of LGBT rights. Countries opposed to granting LGBT rights also have influenced the international discussion around LGBT rights by proposing amendments to UN resolutions to strip away their international commitments to LGBT people. Every two years, the United Nations renews its condemnation of extrajudicial, summary, and arbitrary executions. For the last decade, the various versions of this resolution included language specifically condemning such killings that were based on sexual orientation. In November 2010, however, a coalition of African countries—including Uganda—stripped the sexual orientation language from the resolution via an
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177 Id. The inclusion of the words “gender identity” is significant because it represents an attempt by the signatory countries to express that they seek to not only provide for equality for homosexuals, but transgendered and intersex people as well.
amendment.180 More than seventy other countries joined Uganda in an effort to permit the extrajudicial killing of gay people.181 Such an amendment could have created a loophole in international law ensuring the legality of the Anti-homosexuality Bill.182 Following weeks of active lobbying by gay rights groups and the United States, the UN voted to reamend the resolution, adding “sexual orientation” back into the document.183 The damage, however, had already been done: through this process, approximately half of all UN member states demonstrated sincere reluctance to recognize the most basic human right for LGBT people: protection from arbitrary killing. After this episode, any efforts to expand LGBT rights in international law will be a daunting challenge—and that is likely quite an understatement.

In addition to making formal objections to documents seeking to grant or expand basic rights to LGBT people, states also engage in substantial behind-the-scenes lobbying against such advancements. For example, the diplomats from multiple nations engaged in backdoor dealings at the Rome Convention to limit the scope of the term “gender” in the Statute of the International Criminal Court (“ICC”) with the purpose of preventing the statute’s nondiscrimination objectives from applying to sexual and gender minorities.184

181 Id.
183 Julie Bolcer, Gay Victory in U.N. Resolution Vote, ADVOCATE (Dec. 22, 2010, 10:00 AM), http://www.advocate.com/News/Daily_News/2010/12/21/UN_to_Vote_on_Gay_Executions. The United States played a key role in restoring the language. Id. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton issued the following statement after the final vote:

Sadly, many people around the world continue to be targeted and killed because of their sexual orientation. These heinous crimes must be condemned and investigated wherever they occur. We look forward to continuing our work with others around the world to protect the human rights of those facing threats or discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.

Id.
This not only effectively limits the ICC’s jurisdiction to hear cases involving crimes against sexual and gender minorities, but it also supports the proposition that discrimination against homosexuals is not prohibited by customary international law.

Though some have proposed that an international consensus could be reached on a resolution to scale back state-sponsored criminalization of homosexuality simply by amending the language of already-failed or -tabled resolutions, such a suggestion ignores the political realities. Too many states have populations that enthusiastically support criminalization, and supporting a resolution expanding LGBT rights, no matter the discrete alterations in word choice involved, is not a realistic option politically.

Outside of the UN, certain groups and publicists have attempted to codify an emerging custom regarding LGBT rights. The Yogyakarta Principles were promulgated by human rights experts, but have not been widely accepted and their influence has yet to be seen. The principles purport to codify an existing global custom regarding LGBT human rights, but most all of the twenty-nine principles are more properly understood as attempts by publicists to accelerate the formation of such a custom. Nevertheless, the principles have persuasive weight with some jurists around the world, having made their way into important judicial opinions of municipal courts. Overall, however, they are not yet binding or widely recognized.
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185 See, e.g., Narayan, supra note 154, at 316. Narayan argues that key failures of the Brazilian Resolution were that the sponsoring states did not offer other states advance warning of the proposal and that it included language regarding broader family and custody rights. This focus, however, ignores the simple fact that the most important failure is surely that the laws of seventy-six member states directly conflict with the resolution’s sentiments. Narayan also suggests diluting the language of proposed resolutions by replacing “sexual orientation” with something like “other status” and then claiming sexual minority rights after the fact under the “other status” category. Such a proposal fails to acknowledge the fact that states opposing the expansion of LGBT rights are sophisticated actors that will be conscious of such an obvious maneuver.


188 Brown, supra note 187, at 845–47.

Though no formal mechanisms exist in modern international law to protect the rights of LGBT people from municipal criminalization statutes, the ad hoc diplomatic solutions sought by governments and nongovernmental agencies in response to pressing issues of LGBT discrimination have worked to prevent or stall the promulgation of certain policies and enforcement actions. In fact, in the very case of Uganda’s Anti-homosexuality Bill, international pressure has been successful in stalling the Bill’s passage.191 In another widely reported episode, intense international focus narrowed in on Malawi after a man and transgendered woman were sentenced there to fourteen years in prison for announcing their plans to marry.192 As a result of this international pressure, Malawi’s president, Bingu wa Mutharika, pardoned the couple.193

From the perspective of LGBT people, however, these ad hoc responses are unpredictable in application and effect, requiring diplomats to play a dangerous game of “chicken” with ideological policymakers.194 In addition to their unpredictability, such methods are also reactive rather than preventative. Though the international community has played an important role in stalling the Bill, the simple act of proposing the Bill has already created human rights concerns that the international community was powerless to prevent.

III. ANALYSIS: EXTRACTING LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE HISTORY OF DECRIMINALIZATION IN OTHER STATES

Uganda’s Anti-homosexuality Bill exposed a “perfect storm” of circumstances creating a hostile environment for LGBT people in Uganda,195 and any successful efforts to block the Bill’s reintroduction, repeal the current
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law, or advance the equality of LGBT people more generally must be comprehensive and multifaceted. This Part delves into the history of decriminalizing homosexuality to parse out lessons learned. No two countries are exactly alike, and drawing on the history of decriminalization in other nations elicits some comparisons that are more helpful than others. This history is not meant to be exhaustive, and not every comparison can be directly applied to the Ugandan problem. This Part’s purpose is to derive strategies that have been particularly helpful in other countries as a way to advance the discussion of how to successfully challenge this Bill—if reintroduced—and the current law in Uganda. Such strategies will include both practical political modes of action as well as legal arguments that appear to be most persuasive. Applying these lessons learned to the Ugandan problem is the subject of Part IV.

A. Understanding LGBT Rights as an International Legal Problem

Even though all countries cannot agree that “LGBT rights are human rights,”196 and an international custom has not yet formed to protect the basic rights of LGBT people, successful efforts to decriminalize homosexuality in municipal systems usually rely substantially on an invocation of international or foreign laws granting LGBT rights. This reliance alone suggests that students and observers of international law should be increasingly interested in international legal developments of LGBT rights. Such developments will likely continue to influence the debate about LGBT rights in individual states. Several recent court cases and legislative enactments illustrate this point.

In the U.S. Supreme Court’s landmark 2003 decision that struck down Texas’ anti-sodomy statute, *Lawrence v. Texas*, the Court held the law violated the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, offering a variety of reasons for the violation.197 Most relevant to this discussion—and perhaps most controversial overall—Justice Anthony Kennedy, writing for the majority, invoked foreign law to bolster his arguments.198 The Court explained that many countries “in our Western civilization” protected the intimate sexual


197 The Court found, for example, that historical grounds for the sodomy statute at issue were unpersuasive and that emerging social understanding of liberty included a right to privacy regarding consensual sexual acts between adults. *Lawrence v. Texas*, 539 U.S. 558, 571–72 (2003).

198 *Id.* at 578–79.
privacy of their citizens, and ruled the United States should do the same.\textsuperscript{199} Kennedy’s justification for the Court’s holding is notable in U.S. Supreme Court jurisprudence, where citations to international and foreign law are often criticized.\textsuperscript{200}

The 2010 Delhi High Court case decriminalizing homosexuality in India, \textit{Naz Foundation v. Gov’t of NCT of Delhi,}\textsuperscript{201} also illustrates why the expansion of LGBT rights is properly understood by looking at international and foreign legal trends. In its decision, the court drew on foreign law as justification for decriminalizing homosexuality—even citing \textit{Lawrence v. Texas}—further showcasing the important role of foreign influence in LGBT rights jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{202} Also, because the court struck down a statute that originated in the Indian Penal Code, which had such broad significance on the development of criminal law around the world,\textsuperscript{203} the court’s ruling invalidates the source of many of the world’s laws criminalizing homosexuality. In the context of this Comment, \textit{Naz Foundation} is notable for striking down what is arguably the most influential origin of the current Ugandan statutory scheme.

In addition to giving persuasive weight to foreign sources of law decriminalizing homosexuality, some municipal judiciaries—like Nepal’s Supreme Court—have exhibited a willingness to cite an emerging custom in international law regarding LGBT rights as well.\textsuperscript{204} In \textit{Pant v. Nepal}, Nepal’s Supreme Court decriminalized homosexual activity, in part by drawing on the Yogyakarta Principles, an attempt by international law publicists to codify an emerging global custom of anti-discrimination toward LGBT people.\textsuperscript{205} By citing the principles, the Nepal Supreme Court not only gave credence to the

\textsuperscript{199} \textit{Id.} at 576–77 (“Other nations . . . have taken action consistent with an affirmation of the protected right of homosexual adults to engage in intimate, consensual conduct. The right the petitioners seek in this case has been accepted as an integral part of human freedom in many other countries.”) (citation omitted). Kennedy also cited the landmark European Court of Human Rights case, \textit{Dudgeon v. United Kingdom}, in striking down Texas’ sodomy law. \textit{Lawrence}, 539 U.S. at 576 (citing Dudgeon Case, 45 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) (1981)).


\textsuperscript{202} \textit{Id.} at 44–50. In addition to citing to foreign and international sources of law, the decision is also notable for drawing on broader themes of individual equality. \textit{Id.} at 73–82.

\textsuperscript{203} \textit{Id.} at 55.

\textsuperscript{204} \textit{PANT V. NEPAL OBSERVERS’ REPORT}, supra note 189, at 2, 4–5.

principles themselves, but also contributed to the establishment of a true international global custom on this issue.

Further, though the UN has mostly failed to protect the rights of LGBT people in a formal way, its attempts to address these issues and the minor victory in retaining “sexual orientation” in its December 2010 resolution prohibiting extrajudicial killings are significant events. The willingness of countries to continue to propose resolutions containing provisions expanding the rights of sexual and gender minorities is noteworthy because it shows that countries seek to solve the problems of LGBT discrimination in UN member states by modifying the larger international regime. Such resolutions can accelerate the arrival of LGBT rights as a viable goal for the international community to pursue.

B. Religion as a Bulwark to Reform

The interplay between religion and human rights is complicated and persisting. Though religion can and does provide a framework and justifications for various human rights protections, “religions have been the main offenders in fomenting prejudice against sexual minorities.” Religious justifications for social policy are common and are often extremely difficult to successfully challenge. Take, for example, the states in which the death penalty may be imposed for homosexual activity; all of them employ a criminal code that is based, at least in part, on Islamic Sharia law, which prohibits homosexuality. These laws have remained on the books, and are even enforced, because they draw their authority from the ultimate source: religion.
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The religious bases of anti-homosexuality laws are not limited to Islamic Sharia law. Evangelical Christianity also plays an important role in creating and maintaining anti-homosexuality laws around the world, particularly in Africa. Although the U.S. influence on religious-based social policy in Africa is well known, African religious leaders have also contributed significantly to the anti-LGBT political climate themselves. Nigeria’s anti-gay laws, for example, have the support of Anglican Christians and Muslims. The Primate of All Nigeria Anglican Communion, Most Reverend Peter Akinola, has supported the current laws, saying, “Anglican orthodox members of this church are poised to do the mission of the church; and those who say that gay is their concern, woe unto them.” Though LGBT activists have been unable to successfully challenge religious influences in Nigeria, lessons from other countries may be instructive regarding how those religious bases can be successfully challenged.

Two potential strategies could be used to challenge the influential religious bases of many anti-LGBT laws. First, activists could attempt to gain control over the religious debate, arguing that religions—whether they be Christianity, Islam, or otherwise—do not actually advocate the draconian laws that currently exist or are being proposed. Second, activists could argue that religion has no place in deciding the legal relevance of criminal statutes regarding homosexuality. Both strategies have been persuasive in decriminalization efforts in other countries.

On the first mode of argument, it is not unheard of for religions to change course on their teachings regarding specific social issues. Religions have changed stances, for example, on the issues of slavery, the ordination of women, and remarriage after divorce, among other issues. During the period of legal slavery in the United States, for example, American Episcopalians offered scripture-based defenses of the practice. As the country’s mores
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evolved and slavery became known as one of the nation’s “original sins.”

Episcopal leaders continued to argue that slavery could not be considered a sin and that abolitionists were acting against the will of God. This illustrates that many social issues can be argued for or against using religion and religious texts. LGBT rights are no exception; many religious leaders see religion as actually supporting the argument for expanding LGBT rights.

The Delhi High Court, in *Naz Foundation*, adopted the latter approach: rejecting religion-based arguments altogether. During oral arguments, Chief Justice Ajit Prakash Shah and Justice S. Muralidhar dismissed an argument regarding the relevance of religious influence on the law. Chief Justice Shah stated “that the Court was interested in scientific opinions not the opinions of religious bodies. . . . [A] view of a religious body which viewed [lesbian, gay, and bisexual] people as sinners could not be taken notice of by the Court.”

C. Misinformation as a Special, Persisting Problem

Many politicians and citizens in countries that criminalize homosexuality hold beliefs about homosexuality that are not supported by proper historical or statistical facts. Correcting such misinformation can be crucial for changing minds to support decriminalization. One common false proposition is that homosexuality is a Western concept that has been exported around the world. The view of India’s Ministry of Home Affairs before decriminalization of homosexuality, for example, was that Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, when originally passed, “responded to the values and mores of the time in the Indian society.”
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undemocratically and did not seek to encompass Indian values. LGBT activists marched against the British colonial laws regarding homosexuality and demanded that the “abhorrent alien legacy . . . should have left our shores when the British did.” The Delhi High Court decriminalized homosexuality in that case, rejecting the old English law in favor of a “constitutional morality” based out of the Indian Constitution.

Other unsupported beliefs can also fuel homophobia. Among them are that homosexuals are determined to “recruit” children into homosexuality and that homosexuals can be “cured.” Such myths have been proven false. Unfortunately, such misinformation can be a powerful political force. A famous example in the United States occurred when Anita Bryant, leader of a coalition called Save Our Children, campaigned against a Dade County, Florida, ordinance prohibiting housing and employment discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. The main thrust of her successful campaign was to emphasize that homosexuals recruited children to homosexuality and molested children. Voters sided with Bryant in repealing the nondiscrimination provision sixty-nine to thirty-one percent. Such attitudes appear to have eroded in the United States, allowing for a large expansion in LGBT rights since the Bryant vote. The correction of such factual inaccuracies could help lay the groundwork for making decriminalization efforts easier.
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The evolution in popular opinions may open political windows for reform, as Part III.G discusses.

D. Courts as the Most Historically Reliable Forums for Expanding LGBT Rights in Divided Societies

As Part III.A illustrates, courts are often important accelerants in the expansion of LGBT rights. In any legal system, minority groups that suffer under discriminatory laws rely on a healthy judiciary to protect their rights. Though courts may not always be friendly to challenges of discriminatory laws, they have nevertheless been important tools in advancing LGBT rights. Courts have also been able to reverse their prior decisions upholding anti-LGBT laws in certain circumstances.

One of the earliest examples of courts’ championing LGBT rights was *Dudgeon v. United Kingdom*, a 1981 case from the European Court of Human Rights. The court held that statutes criminalizing male homosexual acts in England, Wales, and Ireland violated the European Convention on Human Rights. The court held that criminalizing homosexuality was a violation of Article 8 of the convention, which states, “Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society.” This decision is significant for a variety of reasons. Most directly, the case prohibited any state in the Council of Europe from criminalizing male homosexual behavior between consenting adults. The holding itself is also notable for its creative approach; in finding a right to privacy under the ECHR,
the court provided an example to other courts on how they might decriminalize homosexuality. Many courts have since expanded LGBT rights via a right to privacy argument. Indeed, the case has been widely cited by courts around the world, including the U.S. Supreme Court in its *Lawrence v. Texas* decision.

On the African continent, there are no examples of decriminalizing homosexuality through a court decision, but the modes of decriminalization are instructive nonetheless. Two countries have repealed statutes criminalizing homosexuality since the end of the colonial era: South Africa and Cape Verde. Post-apartheid South Africa adopted a new constitution in 1994 that explicitly prohibited discrimination based on sexual orientation. At the time, South Africa was the only country with such a constitutional provision. Though this was part of a broader governmental and cultural redefinition of South Africa, the Constitutional Court has since played an important role in protecting LGBT rights. In December 2005, the court ruled that a ban on same-sex marriage was unconstitutional and ordered the South African Parliament to pass legislation allowing same-sex unions.

As the South African example illustrates, litigation is not the only successful strategy for achieving decriminalization. Cape Verde also decriminalized homosexuality via legislative decree. In fact, there are many examples around the world of this legislative mode of reform. Fiji, for example, adopted a new penal code in February 2010 that includes a repeal of...
the nation’s anti-sodomy law. 246 In 1969, Canada passed an omnibus bill to
overhaul Canada’s criminal laws, which included a repeal of provisions
criminalizing homosexual acts. 247 The Scandinavian countries also
decriminalized via legislative reform. 248

Such a mode of action, however, requires a great deal of popular support,
as legislators are unlikely to adopt a proposal if it is unsupported by their
constituents. In Nepal, for example, the legislative repeal occurred as part of a
larger reorganization of government and legislation leading up to the end of
Nepal’s monarchy; 249 a similar reorganization occurred in South Africa. 250

It is also worth briefly noting the major limitations of relying on court
systems to achieve the decriminalization of homosexuality. Most notably, court
decisions that overhaul social policy regimes can be extremely controversial
and can result in political backlash. 251 For example, in the United States, the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, in *Goodridge v. Dept. of Public
Health*, granted gay couples the right to marry. 252 In the years following that
decision, thirty states have adopted constitutional bans on same-sex
marriage. 253 Some have also argued that the popular backlash against the
decision was instrumental in President George W. Bush’s reelection campaign
in 2004. 254 Such backlash can also result in violence. In the most famous
American example, the Supreme Court’s decision declaring racial segregation
unconstitutional, *Brown v. Board of Education*, “retarded racial progress in the
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South. It created an environment that was conducive to political extremism . . . [and] violence.”

E. The Success of Cross-Border Collaboration

Another common feature of decriminalization efforts is cross-border collaboration among LGBT activists. The ability of LGBT activists to meet their counterparts in other countries provides not only social benefits, but also opportunities to share ideas and strategies for reform. Such effects bolster the notion that LGBT decriminalization is properly understood as an international problem.

Nepal’s and Scandinavia’s decriminalization efforts exemplify the importance of cross-border collaboration to elicit both court-originated and legislative reform toward the decriminalization of homosexuality. Nepal’s history, for example, shows a willingness of LGBT activists to incorporate foreign input into their legal strategies. In preparation for the Nepal case, Nepalese LGBT activists networked with LGBT activists from neighboring countries to craft a strategy for decriminalization. These activists achieved decriminalization from a Supreme Court ruling. LGBT activists in the Scandinavian countries also aided one another in achieving decriminalization of homosexuality. The Danish LGBT rights group (Federation of 1948 or Forbundet af 1948), the Swedish group (National Federation for Sexual Equality or Riksforbundet for Sexuellt Likaberattigande), and the Norwegian
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group (The Norwegian Federation of 1948 or *Det Norske Forbundet av 1948*) “maintained close connections, and members and leaders frequently visited each other.” These activists achieved decriminalization via incremental legislation over several decades.

**F. The Effectiveness of Informal Diplomacy**

Informal diplomacy—backroom discussions, corridor meetings, off-the-record conversations, etc.—is an important tool for any lobbying campaign and the debate raging over LGBT rights worldwide is no exception. As noted earlier, it appears that diplomats from certain countries engage in off-the-record dealings at international conventions to prevent the expansion of rights for sexual minorities in international instruments. Likewise, secretive discussions can be particularly helpful in moving policy discussions into pro-LGBT territory. Because LGBT people are often so vilified in certain countries, they may only be able to lobby in a clandestine manner.

This reality was demonstrated in Nordic countries’ efforts to decriminalize homosexuality. Prior to decriminalization there, no organized LGBT rights movement existed, and most LGBT people were closeted. Generally, policy makers changed their minds gradually though an evolution of societal norms that led to a more social democratic set of values. Additionally and more directly, closeted homosexuals exerted substantial influence on the opinions of decision-makers behind the scenes. Even though they were closeted, homosexuals were able to influence the discussion by being at the right place at the right time.

**G. The Importance of Changing Political Winds Regarding Homosexuality**

Often, decriminalization of homosexual activity follows a longer-term evolution of expanding social acceptance of LGBT people. In the United States, for example, an expanding understanding and acceptance of homosexuality in American culture predated decisions like *Lawrence* and *Goodridge*. Similarly, in the Scandinavian countries, decriminalization of
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homosexuality coincided with the rise of the modern welfare state and the modernization of society.\footnote{See Ryndström, supra note 248, at 14.}

Because Ugandan socio-political norms regarding homosexuality appear to be ossifying rather than evolving, it is important to note that special circumstances may allow for drastic expansions in human rights for LGBT people. In Nepal, for example, the high court decision that called for decriminalization and the new penal code’s repeal of the anti-sodomy laws came about during a time of political upheaval.\footnote{PANT V. NEPAL OBSERVERS’ REPORT, supra note 189, at 5.} Nepal provides a case study for the idea that the expansion of rights can be easier “when the basic social compact between the state and its people is being negotiated.”\footnote{Id.} This principle can also been seen in South Africa, where the end of apartheid brought broad changes to how citizens viewed social relationships and civil rights.\footnote{Id.}

\section*{H. The Reality of Incremental Reform in Homosexuality Discrimination}

Without some major event or change in government, however, it is common for decriminalization of homosexuality to be achieved incrementally. In Denmark (1933), Iceland (1940), and Sweden (1944), for example, legislatures began repealing the anti-homosexuality laws, but continued to impose a higher age of consent for homosexual sex than for heterosexual sex.\footnote{Ryndström, supra note 248, at 32–33. “These laws were the ultimate proof for homosexuals that they were seen as second-class citizens and a menace to society, and the struggle against such laws became an important matter of principle.” Id. at 35.} In Iceland, the ages of consent were equalized in 1992, whereas the laws in Denmark and Sweden were equalized in the late 1970s.\footnote{See Nat’l Coal. for Gay & Lesbian Equality v. Minister of Justice, 1998 (12) BCLR 1517 (CC) at para. 28.} Similarly, in the United Kingdom, though Dudgeon decriminalized homosexuality generally, it took nearly sixteen years for the European Commission on Human Rights to condemn discriminatory ages of consent for consensual homosexual acts in \textit{Sutherland v. United Kingdom}.\footnote{See Michele Grigolo, \textit{Sexualities and the ECHR: Introducing the Universal Sexual Legal Subject}, 14 EURO. J. INT’L L. 1023, 1031 (2003); see also Sutherland v. United Kingdom, App. No. 25186/94, 22 Eur. H.R. Rep. CD22 (1997).}
I. Remedial Measures To Ameliorate Urgent Threats to Human Rights Prior to Decriminalization: Asylum and Extradition Reform and the United States’ Use of the Alien Torts Statute

Though the history of decriminalizing homosexuality in other countries helps students of international law understand how decriminalization might be achieved in Uganda, one must also consider that remedial solutions can be put into place to protect the human rights of LGBT people in Uganda before a permanent solution is achieved. Among the remedial solutions that appear readily applicable to the Ugandan problem are international pressure, reforms to asylum laws and extradition policies, and the United States’ use of the Alien Torts Statute (“ATS”). This Subpart addresses those measures in turn. Part IV applies them to the Ugandan problem.

1. International Pressure

Foreign governments and nongovernmental organizations have historically played significant roles in shaping LGBT policies around the world. Though advocates may disagree as to what the most effective emphases of this pressure should be, history proves that such international pressure tends to be successful in preventing anti-LGBT laws from becoming more extreme. In Nigeria, for example, a 2006 proposed law would have ramped up criminal penalties for LGBT people nationwide and prohibited same sex marriage. Predictably, the legislation garnered international condemnation. Partly as a result of this international pressure, the bill failed to pass. International pressure, therefore, can work as a remedial measure to block the passage of new legislation exacerbating the criminalization of homosexuality, even where strong domestic religious influences proved the basis for such legislation.
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2. **Updating Extradition Policies**

When countries seek extradition of a criminal defendant from another country, the requesting state must seek such a transfer under the rules of international law. A country is not required to extradite in all circumstances, and may deny an extradition request if there is a probable risk that the fugitive’s fundamental rights would not be protected in the receiving state. By denying extradition, a country may “export” its own human rights law into the other country because the denial of extradition prevents the receiving country from prosecuting the fugitive under a law with which the sending state disagrees. In this way, national courts may “participate in the progressive development of human rights law on the international plane.”

3. **Reforming Asylum Laws**

In a similar way, a country’s asylum laws announce that country’s acceptance or rejection of human rights regimes in other states and can act as a remedial measure, allowing individuals to escape discriminatory laws and harsh punishments. Courts have hesitated to embrace a liberalized asylum regime to remedy the problem of fielding numerous asylum petitions from LGBT people, and have voiced a concern over how to tell whether an asylum applicant is “really” LGBT or just faking it to get around traditional asylum requirements. Nevertheless, the option to liberalize these policies for gay people who are not U.S. citizens is still on the table as a remedial measure that would be effective for particular individuals seeking asylum and would allow these individuals to avoid the harsh punishments of many laws and hostile environments around the world.
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4. The United States’ Use of the Alien Tort Statute

The ATS allows U.S. courts to entertain claims for damages for human rights abuses occurring abroad and has allowed the United States to become “the leading venue for private human rights litigation in the world.” Under the ATS, the United States provides a right of action to aliens who have been victims of an action that is prohibited by customary international law or a treaty of the United States. The standard for customary international law is high; the U.S. Supreme Court has held that a cause of action under that prong of the ATS must “violate[] definable, universal and obligatory norms.” Most of the successful cases involve an egregious violation of such norms as torture, murder, genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, summary execution, and prolonged arbitrary detention. In looking at the United States’ treaty obligations, actions under the ATS could potentially be brought against parties that engage in torture or degrading treatment toward LGBT people abroad. The United States is a party to the UN Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, which aims to prevent torture around the world. The convention defines torture as:

Any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity.

The actions of individuals that engage in violence or threats of violence against LGBT people abroad, therefore, can presumably trigger U.S. jurisdiction under
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the ATS. However, no federal cases have yet applied the ATS to LGBT-based violence abroad.

IV. ANALYSIS: APPLICATION OF LESSONS LEARNED TO UGANDA

LGBT activists and human rights defenders may be able to learn important lessons by studying the origins of the Ugandan problem and the scattered history of decriminalization efforts in other nations to determine how to move forward in Uganda. A successful effort will require a comprehensive approach, emphasizing remedial measures in the short term and recognizing the importance of laying the foundation for the establishment of binding international law to prohibit all criminalization of homosexuality.291

A. A Comprehensive Approach: International Efforts

The human rights concerns raised by the Anti-homosexuality Bill create an international problem292 that deserves an international solution. Though there are no formal international instruments that can bind Uganda to withdraw the Bill293—in fact, the Bill itself would require Uganda to revoke any international agreements that are inconsistent with the Bill294—there are still several strategies for implementing remedial measures to protect against the worst human rights violations and for encouraging the permanent withdrawal of the Bill and a repeal of the current penal code provisions criminalizing homosexuality. This Subpart analyzes potential modes of action that the

291 It should also be noted that there may be fatal procedural problems with the Bill as currently written, such that it could not be properly enacted or would be struck down if enacted. In a cabinet report commissioned by President Museveni, the minister of local government, Adolf Mwesige, identified the following flaws in the Bill, among others: the Bill used words not defined in the Bill, rendering the Bill “irregular”; the new offense of “homosexuality” was already provided for in the existing penal code in Sections 120 and 145; the confidentiality provisions in clause 6 were already provided for in the constitution; various other instances where the Bill exhibits redundancies with existing criminal law in Uganda; and that the First Parliamentary Counsel was not consulted before the Bill was presented, in violation of Article 94 of the constitution. Letter from Adolf Mwesige, Uganda Minister of Local Government, to Nsaba Buturo (Mar. 15, 2010).

292 See supra Part III.A.

293 Since legislative proposals are a necessary part of public debate in a society, and an opportunity for sovereign governments to reject unfavorable legislative ideas, disallowing certain kinds of proposals would create a dangerous slippery slope where freedom of speech and political autonomy could be substantially abraded. Though the Bill might be seen by some as an “incitement to commit genocide” under international law, prosecutions for incitement to genocide are rare in international tribunals and have been reserved for more serious and direct calls for violence by media and public officials. See, e.g., Prosecutor v. Jean Paul Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4-T, Judgement, ¶ 556 (Int’l Crim. Trib. for Rwanda, Sept. 2, 1998).

294 Anti-homosexuality Bill, supra note 2, § 18(1).
international community can take, and the following Subpart focuses on actions that can be taken from within Uganda.

Remedial measures that need to be continued or implemented with all deliberate speed include (1) international pressure condemning the Bill and the current law, (2) expanded asylum protections for LGBT Ugandans in other countries, (3) announcement of more restrictive extradition policies with regard to Uganda, and (4) threatening litigation under the United States’ Alien Tort Statute. In the longer term, the international community must (1) continue to pressure Uganda to reform or cease to apply its current law and prevent the introduction of legislation like the Anti-homosexuality Bill, (2) strengthen its institutional commitments to global LGBT equality, (3) consider divesting from or sanctioning Uganda for its anti-LGBT policies, and (4) engage the religious debate in Uganda to undermine the religious-based arguments that appear to so strongly influence public opinion in Uganda on this issue.

In terms of remedial measures already in place, many commentators have credited the strong international pressure against the Anti-homosexuality Bill with stalling it in parliamentary debate. President Barack Obama criticized the Bill at the February 2010 National Prayer Breakfast—a high-profile annual event organized by the Fellowship. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has called the Bill “a very serious potential violation of human rights.” The European Parliament has twice condemned the Bill. Though it is unlikely that international pressure could convince Bahati to withdraw the Bill on his own, such pressure appears to be influential over Museveni, who has personally urged Bahati to be cautious with the Bill’s introduction. Such international pressure should continue because members of Uganda’s Parliament still threaten to pass a version of it. It should be noted, however,
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that the scope and intensity of the international pressure must be carefully calculated; international rhetoric that advocates for immediate legal reform creates certain complicated concerns, which are discussed in Part IV.B.

In addition to exerting rhetorical force on Uganda as a remedial measure, the international community and foreign governments also should expand quickly the protections they are able to provide to LGBT Ugandans. First, states that do not criminalize homosexuality should expand their asylum protections for LGBT Ugandans. They should—at least temporarily—ignore the heterosexist frame of mind that only gay people that “act gay enough” are worthy of asylum, and should give greater deference to Ugandans’ claims of asylum for fear of persecution under the current and proposed criminal code.

Second, as a further remedial measure to protect the rights of individual LGBT Ugandans, countries should announce their unwillingness to extradite LGBT people to Uganda. The principle of “double criminality” would prevent any country that has legalized homosexuality from extraditing a person back to Uganda to be punished under the current or proposed Ugandan law. For homosexual Ugandans charged with other crimes, however, states should protect those defendants by refusing extradition. Though the Bill purports to allow extradition of LGBT individuals back to the country, states can refuse this demand. The United States, which does not have an extradition agreement with Uganda, would presumably not extradite to any country with which it does not have an extradition agreement. Other nations should revoke their agreements with Uganda or limit them such that LGBT people cannot be extradited until homosexuality is decriminalized and protections for homosexual defendants are put into place. Though this may encourage many Ugandans to request asylum, it is a necessary remedial measure to protect the rights of individuals facing extreme discrimination and violence, and may also be effective in sending Uganda and other nations a message regarding the importance pro-equality nations place on this issue.

Further, because the United States is a particularly important actor in enforcing human rights on the international plane, U.S. courts should allow
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the use of the ATS to provide a cause of action for certain LGBT Ugandans in federal court. Because the international community cannot agree on whether criminalizing homosexuality is a violation of customary international law, such a criminalization provision would likely not trigger the ATS on its own. LGBT Ugandans, however, have arguably suffered violations of other, established customary international law principles. For example, the ATS should protect LGBT Ugandans, many of whom have been “tortured” under the definition in the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, which applies when “pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted . . . for any reason based on discrimination of any kind.” Therefore, the fear and physical violence experienced by LGBT Ugandans would trigger the protections of this convention, and the ATS by extension. Furthermore, because the newspapers in Uganda have arguably committed the internationally recognized tort of incitement to violence, U.S. courts should allow plaintiffs to use the ATS against those publishers. Suits under the ATS should then logically be allowed against the people actually engaging in direct threats and acts of violence against LGBT people in Uganda as well. Allowing these suits—and announcing the United States’ intention of allowing the use of the statute—could be a powerful deterrent against violence and incitement to violence in Uganda.

In addition to these remedial measures, the international community must engage in longer-term strategies to ensure the basic human rights of LGBT people in Uganda. While international political leaders need to ramp up public rhetoric against the Anti-homosexuality Bill as a remedial measure, for example, they must make sure to continue to apply direct pressure to Museveni via private communications as well. Museveni’s working relationship with Western nations and religious leaders is perhaps a source of his authority and stability as a leader. If the United States were to deny Museveni an audience
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with President Obama and his closest advisors, such a denial of access could be pressure enough to convince Museveni that proposals like the Anti-
homosexuality Bill are disadvantageous both for Uganda and for Museveni’s continued grip on power in Uganda. Having such access can be seen as prestigious and important for rulers’ legitimacy around the world, and the threat of losing such an audience might persuade Museveni to flex his diplomatic muscle against Bahati’s efforts to usher the Bill through parliament.308

In addition to rhetorical strategies, the United States should continue to expand its institutional commitments to helping fight for LGBT rights worldwide. Notable in the United States’ efforts is the Foreign Relations Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 2010–2011 (“Act”), which requires the State Department to create an additional position within its Human Rights Bureau to “[t]rack violence, criminalization, and restrictions on the enjoyment of fundamental freedoms . . . based on actual or perceived sexual orientation.”309 The Act also instructs the State Department “to work through . . . United States diplomatic and consular missions to encourage the government of other countries to reform or repeal laws of such countries . . . criminalizing homosexuality” and instruct Foreign Service officers “in courses covering human rights reporting and advocacy work, on identifying violence or discrimination that affects the fundamental freedoms . . . of an individual that is based on actual or perceived sexual orientation.”310 The Act also requires the State Department to include LGBT issues in human rights training courses for Foreign Service officers.311 These efforts to further institutionalize an American effort to protect the rights of LGBT people worldwide is helpful not only for solving particular challenges—like the Anti-homosexuality Bill—but also for announcing to the world the commitment that the United States has in this area and making it clear that the United States will strongly oppose similar legislation if proposed in the future.
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The United States and other nations could also threaten to divest from Uganda or encourage boycotts of Ugandan industry. Though such a strategy has proven successful in remedying certain human rights abuses in Africa, such a solution comes at a great cost and risk. In South Africa, for example, the United States divested from South African companies during the period of apartheid. Though such divestment was largely credited with helping to end the period of racial segregation, it “play[ed] havoc with [South Africa’s] economy.” Furthermore, in Uganda, cabinet-level ministers appear ready to implement the Anti-homosexuality Bill—if it is ever enacted—even if it means losing out on international investment and foreign aid. And in a country where half of the government budget comes from foreign aid, withholding foreign money could have dire consequences for the entire population of Uganda.

Though states, especially the United States, have important roles to play in creating solutions to the Ugandan problem, non-state religious groups also have a special role in this debate. Because of the influential role of religion—via Christian groups like the Fellowship, certain sectors of the Episcopal Church, and Islamic Sharia law—countries around the globe have justified their discriminatory criminal laws stigmatizing LGBT people. But history proves that, though religion is a powerful justification for social policies, religion is often subject to interpretation. There remains a debate as to whether there is a religious justification for a state to criminalize homosexuality—let alone put LGBT people to death. More liberal religious groups have a duty to enter the Ugandan debate and attempt to influence the discussion toward a more compassionate view of homosexuality.

Further, though the moral arguments of religion are often talked about as the main influence on the law, religion is perhaps more influential on Uganda’s statutory scheme from an economic perspective. Christian lobbyists are able to promise billions of dollars in aid to Uganda, and such funding has been a main reason that Museveni has sought their involvement in his government.
liberal, secular lobbyists were also able to promise the same or more commitment to developing Uganda, the religion-based legislative fervor may not dominate the national political discussion so completely.

B. A Comprehensive Approach: Efforts Within Uganda

The international community is not the only relevant set of actors in the efforts to vindicate the human rights of LGBT people in Uganda; Ugandans themselves play a critical role as well in shaping their own social policy. The Ugandan Parliament, courts, executive branch, administrative agencies, media, religious leaders, and citizenry can all shape the outcome of this battle over LGBT rights.

Though some have advocated for a legal solution to bring about rapid change to the current law, any successful effort from within Uganda to change the current law or block the proposed Bill must be part of a comprehensive effort that will likely bring change slowly. If a radical change in the penal code regarding LGBT people in Uganda came about, public backlash would likely result, potentially including large-scale protesting and violent resistance. In the end, though, a legal solution is necessary, as LGBT people in Uganda deserve equal protection under the law. Therefore, in discussing the potential strategies for achieving a legal solution below, it is important to emphasize that though some remedial measures are urgently needed, such solutions need to be complemented by efforts to influence public opinion in support of LGBT rights (i.e., public legislative advocacy, education campaigns, and grassroots organizing).

The most promising path toward decriminalizing homosexuality within the Ugandan system is through the courts. By holding that the Rolling Stone’s publishing the names of perceived homosexuals constituted a violation of those
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individuals’ right to privacy, the judiciary has evoked a similar line of reason as courts in nations around the world that have used the “right to privacy” as way to expand the rights of LGBT people. If a right to privacy regarding sexual relations has indeed been established as a permanent feature of Ugandan constitutional law, then a challenge to the current law—or the Bill, if enacted—would likely be successful. Criminalizing same-sex sexual relations has often been declared a violation of the right to privacy in municipal judiciaries once that right has been established, and, as Part III.A illustrated, courts are often willing to draw on the growing body of foreign jurisprudence regarding LGBT rights.

As noted above, Museveni appears to still have the power to nullify or ignore judicial decisions given his broad power over the country, but his interference on an issue as high profile as the country’s anti-homosexuality laws would likely attract considerable international attention. He would face intense international pressure to accept the ruling. Indeed, deferring to the judiciary may be a way for Museveni to bow to the international pressure on this issue without appearing to support the ruling directly—a point that appears to be important to the largely homophobic Ugandan electorate.

Due to the well-known anti-homosexuality stance of Museveni and members of parliament, solutions to this problem are unlikely to come from the executive or legislative branches of Uganda unless there is a substantial shift in the political climate or social understanding of homosexuality. For example, if Museveni loses his grip on power in Uganda—or dies—the transition to a new leader would likely result in considerable controversy. The transitions of executive power in Uganda have been notoriously bloody, and accusations of corruption in Ugandan politics are common. Ironically, such a transition could end up helping the cause of LGBT rights: the main opposition leader in Uganda, Besigye Kizza, supports decriminalization of homosexuality.
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were to succeed Museveni, LGBT Ugandans could see a dramatic expansion in their legal rights.

In addition to influencing the religious debate, Ugandans also have a duty to attempt to influence the general political discourse regarding homosexuality and to correct the rampant misinformation that fuels the incendiary rhetoric aimed at LGBT people. Due to the public outrage against LGBT people currently persisting in Uganda, such activism may be difficult. But, case studies of other nations reveal that many decriminalization efforts throughout history succeeded even without the formal presence of LGBT advocacy groups. The closeted LGBT people in Scandinavia, for example, engaged in influential lobbying that led to the eventual decriminalization of homosexuality.326 Decriminalization in Uganda, therefore, may very well depend on the bravery and persistence of LGBT people and allies that are willing to engage in the political discussion and take an extremely politically unpopular stance.327 As revealed by studying the history of decriminalization in other countries, backdoor diplomacy, due to the taboo nature of discussions of homosexuality, may be a particularly useful strategy for LGBT activists in Uganda.

CONCLUSION

Even if international pressure, a Uganda court opinion, or some kind of political upheaval opens up a policy window for changing the current law or blocking legislation expanding criminal penalties for homosexuality, the criminalization of homosexuality will still have to face the court of public opinion. For this reason alone, efforts to decriminalize homosexuality will likely be slow and fraught with challenges. But international legal regimes and the history of decriminalization worldwide give hope to activists that repeal is not impossible and provide valuable guidance for how to not only prevent a “looming gay genocide” but to work for an expansion of broader rights as well. To that end, the international community must focus first on remedial measures to prevent the Bill’s passage and provide options for LGBT Ugandans to seek asylum, resist extradition, and gain access to U.S. courts to
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327 See Shamara Riley, Homophobia in Africa Raises Serious Questions About Foreign Aid, Grío (Mar. 3, 2010, 8:25 AM), http://www.thegrio.com/opinion/homophobia-in-africa-raises-questions-about-foreign-aid.php (arguing that the foreign policy of foreign states is stifling the initiative and sense of responsibility required for Uganda to alter itself from within, and noting that gays and their supporters in African countries “must want it so much that they will put their bodies on the line for it, and take initiative to make it happen”).
seek redress for the human rights abuses they may have suffered. In the longer term, the international community must continue the rhetorical pressure it has already placed on Ugandan officials to withdraw the Bill, strengthen its institutional commitments to blocking anti-LGBT laws worldwide, and consider more extreme actions like sanctions or divestment. Within Uganda, the emerging independence of the Ugandan judiciary should offer some hope to LGBT activists, and the courts should be watched closely to see if they expand their support of LGBT rights. Throughout this process, the international community and Ugandans must engage in the underlying religious debate that has fueled this homophobic environment in Uganda and seek to steer the political discourse to a place where LGBT people can be accepted and thrive openly in Ugandan society.
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